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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome. This presentation provides an overview of the complex water system and water crisis is California. The fight for water is applying pressure for Trinity Lake water. 

Kelli
Callout
Mouse over the note balloon to read the presenter notes for each slide. Click on the balloon to have the pop-up notes "stick up" while you read the slide. 



• Introduction
– Kelli Gant

– Communities

– Organizations

• Why have this forum?

• Schedule – presentation, discussion
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Welcome

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, why was this forum organized?All of us have been concerned about the lake water level for several years. Back in January, several of us saw a TC BOS agenda item that dealt with management of the river restoration program. We wanted to comment on the proposed management changes and commented at the BOS meeting. That comment sparked the interest of Supervisor Roger Jaegel who put us in touch with the chairman of the Trinity River restoration advisory committee. And everything avalanched from there…Arnold Whitridge, TAMWG chairman, told us about the TRRP Science Symposium in Weaverville in mid Jan. So Mike McHugh, Glen Ahmann, and I attended. At the symposium, we learned way more about fish and fish habitat than we had ever cared about. Roger Jaegel set up a meeting with Arnold to express our concerns that the area north of the dam has no representation in the restoration planning. Arnold explained how the TRRP is managed and how we could get involved. We also contacted Tom Stokley, ex-Trinity County Natural Resources specialist and member of the TRRP EIS, to learn more about the TRRP. In these discussion, we learn that Trinity Lake water is part of a much larger water crisis in California. We wrote letters to the Sec of Interior about the need for TRRP management change and to Senator Feinstein protesting her jobs bill amendment that  would have forced the USBR and State to ship more water south for San Joaquin farmers. While writing these letters, we felt that we needed an organization name to appear to be a bigger group. We came up with Trinity Lake Revitalization Alliance. And that name has stuck. I took a class at UC Davis in March on Water Law that was enlightening. The presenters were all lawyers representing both sided of the battle that we will cover tonight. I also took UCD class on rural sustainability and environmental impact reports. We then attended the TRRP advisory groups meeting in Weaverville in March and the TMC quarterly meeting on the Hoopa Reservation on March 31 where the TMC adopted the flow schedule for the year. At both meetings, we expressed our concern that the lake’s carry over level was not being used in the next year’s water allocation and that the snow and precipitation gauges in our watershed are questionable.Through all of this, we have done hundreds of hours of research, talked to people involved with Friends of the Trinity River, CalTrout, a USFS fish biologist, Arnold, and others to try and understand the hugely complex maze of laws, departments, and court cases that determine how Trinity lake water is used and where it goes. We thought that it was important for us to share this info with you and do it in an informal community forum setting with no USBR, TRRP, or DWR speakers. So, I am going to run through this presentation about all the players in the state battle for NorCal water and then we will have an open discussion session. I don’t know a lot of the small details. If there is a question that we don’t know the answer, we can research it and get back to you. Since we have a lot of information to cover, if you could write down your questions as you think of them. We can address them at the end of this presentation. 



Agenda

• Background – brief dam history

• Hot spots in the state water crisis and 
the players

• River and fish pressure

• What can we do?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This talk will just introduce you to the topics and issues that you are or will read about in the upcoming months. We will not go into deep with each. 



• The river was once rich with fish

• Extensive dredging and mining damage

• 1962–Dam for valley irrigation and power

• 1963–USBR signs 20 yr water contracts

• 88% diversion to the valley

• Lawsuits – Tribes and other

• Flow studies, EIR, Record of Decision 2000 

• ROD - 48% to river, 52% to valley

• ROD flows start in 2005
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A Brief History of Trinity Lake Water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How we got to where we are today is only important from an historic perspective. So many promises have been broken to everyone involved in Trinity Lake water that is doesn’t really matter now what was written down in the beginning. The water management in California is in constant change and will change again tomorrow.  The Trinity River is the largest tributary to the Klamath River and was once rich with many types of fish.  Serious damage was done to the river due to hydraulic mining during the gold rush era.  In 1931, as part of the Great Depression New Deal, the Feds agreed to build the CVP that California could not afford. In 1945, the Trinity River Division were removed from the California State Water Plan. In 1949, the Trinity River Division plans were adopted and refined by the USBR and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.In 1955, the TRD was authorized by an act of Congress. In the 1955 legislation, it clearly states that the destination for Trinity water was the San Luis Division of the CVP.  In 1962, the dam was completed.  One year later, in 1963, USBR signs a 40 year water contract with the Westlands Water District and other San Luis Unit Water Districts  At that time, 88% of the lake’s water was diverted to the Sacramento River. This diversion cause huge decline in the river’s salmon population.  This loss of fishing lead to years of legal action by the Hoopa and Yurok tribes and other concerned groups.  Their lawsuits resulted in 12 year of flow studies, a 10 year EIR, and finally the 2000 Record of Decision. A Record of Decision, or ROD, is the formal government decision document that is recorded for the public. The ROD was signed on 12/19 at the Hoopa Reservation the last week of the Clinton Administration by then Sec of Interior Bruce Babbitt. The TRRP ROD spells out the plan to “restore” the Trinity River. There are a lot of opinions about what ‘restore” means. We don’t have time in this presentation to cover this topic.  The biggest change in the ROD was water diversion. 48% is guaranteed to the river and the USBR gets 52% for the valley for use as they determined.So, more Trinity water is now staying in Trinity County. During our decision tonight, it is important to remember that the health of the Trinity River is vital the entire economy of the county. Fishing, rafting, and other water sports on the river and lake are our main tourism draw. So we need to support our fellow business and communities along the river and they need to help support us.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a drawing of the proposed division from 1952. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s quickly review the Trinity River Division….                   Trinity Dam and Lake: A storage capacity of 2,448,000 acre-feet. Trinity Powerplant: Two generators with a total capacity of 140,556 kilowatts. Excess power sold to various vendors. Trinity County has first preference. Lewiston Dam and Lake: Lewiston Dam is about 8 miles downstream from Trinity Dam. The dam creates an afterbay to Trinity Powerplant and regulates releases into the Trinity River. Capacity of 14,660 acre-feet.Trinity River Fish Hatchery: Operated by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), has a production capacity of roughly 40 million salmonid eggs. It is located immediately downstream from Lewiston Dam. The hatchery was constructed and operated to help mitigate for lost production of habitats upstream from the TRD.Lewiston Powerplant: Water released into the river passes thru one generator with a capacity of 350 kilowatts. Power is used for the hatchery, excess is sold to PGEReleases to the valley go through the Clear Creek Tunnel. Clear Creek Tunnel: 17.5 feet in diameter and 10.7 miles long, conveys up to 3,200 cfs from Lewiston Lake to Judge Francis Carr Powerhouse and Whiskeytown Lake.Judge Francis Carr Powerhouse: On Clear Creek Tunnel-- two generators with a total capacity of 154,000 kilowatts. Trinity County has first preference. Whiskeytown Dam and Lake: On Clear Creek, stores Clear Creek runoff and diverted Trinity River flows discharged from Judge Francis Carr Powerhouse. Capacity of 241,100 acre-feet. Due to the dam design, high elevation is required for “head” to the next powerplant. The Spring Creek Tunnel diverts water from Whiskeytown Lake to the Spring Creek Powerhouse and Keswick Dam on the Sacramento River.Power generation very important to the CVP and the State – this takes water
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Current Water Storage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the latest storage chart from the Calif Department of Water Resources for the CVP reservoirs. Three years of drought and mounting environmental restrictions is resulting in the lowest estimated Federal and State Water Project deliveries in history. Remember that 75% of the CVP water comes from Northern California. And, the majority of the water users are south of Sacramento. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what really happened… Notice the high precipitation around Mt Shasta and the southeast. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This forecast for 2010…It appears that we still on the edge of drought. The Klamath Basin water situation is still critical. 



• 3 year drought

• Historically poor drought management

• Conflicting water laws and orders

• Unenforced water laws

• Endangered Species Act

• Special interest environmental groups

• NorCal v.s. SoCal water users

• Ban on commercial salmon fishing
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State Water Crisis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
California has been called one of the most hydrologically altered landmasses on the planet.-- To achieve these feats, 1,200 major dams were built, two of the world's largest irrigation projects and some of the biggest reservoirs, WEF reports. There are also thousands of miles of canals and aqueducts.-- One of the main reasons for the massive replumbing of California's hydrology is that 75 percent of the state's precipitation falls north of Sacramento, but the major population centers and agricultural areas are south of the capital.>> We have had 3 years of drought. The State Department of Water Resources has determined that we are still in Year 4 of the drought. >> The State and Federal have a poor record of managing for droughts. They seem to live year to year and don’t manage a safety net for an upcoming drought or recovery from a droughtExisting laws, biological opinions, and court cases mandated the Feds and State to release water for specific uses, but the mandates are not flexible for drought and wet years, and often over allocation the water pool. >> There thousands of water laws in California. >> There is a strong consensus that our water crisis can be greatly solved by enforcing the laws currently on the books. This enforcement will take a HUGE amount of effort and money, which the State and Feds seem unwilling to fund. So… currently, violators are just ignored. For example, it is estimated that there are over 200 illegal diversions out of the Sacramento River. >>An increasing number of species added to the ESA forces changes to water allocation, thereby breaking water user contacts and changing the historical storage and use of water>>There are several environmental groups that consistently throwing  wrenches into the water system. There are the fish groups, foothill yellow legged frog group, bird groups, delta restoration group, etc.  Each time they win a court case, they change some aspect of water management. >>A battle that is heating up is the Nor Cal water users vs the So Cal water users. Most water users in the north state have senior water rights, vs  Junior water rights in the south. >>Commercial salmon fishing has been banned the last two years due to the poor salmon runs on the Sacramento River. Since restoring the salmon takes water. The fight for water for the Sacramento River and the Delta pits the Commercial fishing industry against the So Cal water users. 



• Limits on Colorado River and Owens 
Valley water use

• Uncontrolled state population growth

• Result:
– “Paper water:” over allocation by 4-8 times

– Water operation rules change often

– All conflicts go to court

– Recreation use is the very lowest priority
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State Crisis, continued

Presenter
Presentation Notes
>> Changing laws by other states and Mexico is limiting the amount of water that So Cal can pull from the Colorado River and Owens Valley.  This puts pressure for more water from the north state. >> The ever increasing human population in So Cal adds to the water pressure. “CA’s population grows by one person per minute.“All of this results in the current water environment: >> Paper water is a term that is at the heart of much of the water crisis and is a problem with Trinity Lake.  CA water is over allocated 8 times our average water production and, during a wet year,  4 times. So, the push for true accounting of available water and the promise of just what is available is critical…. And EXTREMELY difficult to do. Here again is where current laws requiring an adequate water source before development. In many cases, this requirement is satisfied with paper water. >> There are lots of active court cases that affect water use and allocation, and there are some major actions in the works, and legislation in the works. Each mandates that the Feds and State have to operation, and they seem to be having to make changes weekly. >> No longer is there a path for citizens to force a change through citizen actions. All water conflicts now go to the courts. This, of course, is an expensive and lengthy process that leaves out the average citizens. 



4/19/2010 Source: Riverside Press Enterprise 13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I found it enlightening to see how water is used in California – the biggest user, and largest contributor to the State’s economy, is agriculture. ------------------------------------------------------It takes 3.3 acre-feet of water to grow enough food for an average family for a year. One acre-foot of water is enough to meet the needs of two typical families for a year. �



• Farming

• River restoration
– Trinity

– Klamath

– San Joaquin

• Power generation 
– The TRD provides 30% of CVP power

• Residential
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Major Pressures for Water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what are the major sources of  pressure for lake water coming from??>> Farming, south of Sacramento, is current applying the most pressure for more water. >> The mandated river restoration projects on the Trinity, Klamath, and San Joaquin rivers have shifted much of the historic water use by farmers to an attempt to improve the habitat for endangered fish. Just in the last month, the San Joaquin river now flows to the ocean. For decades, the river’s water was diverted to water users. >> Hydro power is one of our cleanest power sources. Water from Trinity Lake drops through three power plants before reaching the Sacramento River. The power accounts for 30% of all the power generated by the CVP. >> Residential demand for clean, unrestricted water use is strong in all of the urban areas. Continuing growth in So Cal, with its huge political power, puts pressure on all other water uses and water sources. --------------------------------------------------------------------Some of Southern California's water travels over 1,400 miles from the Colorado River, but much of it comes from Northern California's Sierra Nevada snowpack, and this runoff passes through the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta (also call the Bay-Delta), the largest estuary in the West.California's water system is often likened to an hourglass, with the Bay-Delta being the skinny part in the middle where the water must pass through to the south (with the aid of pumping stations). 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the major pressure areas geographically. Let’s start with the Valley and framing since Trinity Division water was dedicated to the San Luis Division use. 



• Pumped up from the delta to canals
Tracy – 147’ lift to Delta-Mendota Canal
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How Does Water Move South?
Uphill and to Money

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does NorCal water get to the South? By being pumped up hill. And why move the water? Money. Half of the inflow to the Sacramento Delta is pumped out -- 5.5 MAF of water  (Trinity Lake holds about 2.4 MAF)There are 3 pumping plants just south of the delta  - ¾ of the pumped water goes to farming. At the center of most of the controversy around the reduction of farm water to the Central Valley of California is the Tracy Pumping Plant and Fish Collection Facility. (shown in picture). Completed in 1951. -- The TPP lifts the water 197 feet into the 117 mile Delta-Mendota Canal. -- The plant accounts for 46% of the power used by the CVP. The pumping plant provides water to over 2.1 million acres of land within the western San Joaquin Valley. Over three-quarters of the water from the facility is delivered to farms and the remaining is delivered to cities and wildlife refuges. ---------------------------The smallest pumping plant is the South Bay Pumping Plant – only main line pumping plant for the South Bay Aqueduct (40 miles of pipes and canels). Flows along the east and south edges of the Livermore Valley, ends in the foothills east of San Jose. Pumps from the Bethany Reservoir. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review water path from previous slides….



• Banks – 342’ lift to San Luis Reservoir for 
diversion to valley and  the California 
Aqueduct
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Water Flows Uphill, continued

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third plant is the Harvey Banks Pumping Plant – 70 miles downstream from the Tracy plant on the Delta-Mendota Canal.-- Lifts water 45 feet into the O’Neill forebay. -- Here some of the water goes into the 444-mile California Aqueduct (largest aqueduct in the world) that ends in LA-- The rest is lifted 297’ into the San Luis Reservoir.San Luis Reservoir, the largest off-stream storage reservoir in the country. Remember, in the 1955 legislation for building the Trinity Division, San Luis was the intended destination for all Trinity water. Westlands Water District is the major CVP user of the water in both the San Luis and Coalinga Canals. We will talk about Westlands in moment. -----------------------------------------------------The 138-foot-wide San Luis Canal, run jointly by the State of California and the federal government, extends 103 miles southeast from the O'Neill Forebay and serves irrigation water to the Western San Joaquin Valley. At two different points along the San Luis Canal, six powerful pumps lift the water again to a higher elevation, and another eight pumps push water into the Coalinga Canal. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review water path south of the San Luis Reservoir 



• Water rights 
– Junior rights for excess water

• Large agribusinesses are 
forcing water legislation

• Farming marginal land

• Current fights
– Farm jobs vs fishing jobs

– Reselling “public” water
for a profit
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San Joaquin Valley Farming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where the “money” part comes in…. with a “little” politics mixed in. >> The SJ water users have junior water rights. NoCal water users have senior water rights. -- Which means that in years of drought by contract, junior water users can have their allocations cut-- Farmers have been told for years to not plant permanent crops because water could be cut off-- Growers argue that the cost of water is so “high” that high value crops are the only viable option-- When the State and Feds try to cut these users off in the drought years, they scream and fight to get the water back.-- The political question is…  how do you enforce farmers to grow non-permanent crops? >> Agriculture is the biggest contributor to the California economy and hundreds of small farms have been merged to create several huge farming corporations.-- The corporations have strong political power to force legislation to bring more water to the SJ valley. >> Many of corps are grown on land that is marginal due to access to water and soil problems-- Selenium-- Salt – irrigation increase hydropressure due to hard pan layer, therefore pump standing water out -- There has been an effort for years to retire some of this bad land. >> The drought has elevated many long lingering conflicts. -- One fight in the news is the valley farmers vs the commercial fishing industry. The farmers want the water and the fishermen want the water to restore the salmon run in the Sacramento River that the industry depends on. -- Huge conflict over the number of lost jobs. Many numbers include the recession impact-- Water in reservoirs is “public” water. Many agribusinesses and farms have found that there is big money is reselling their water allocation to water districts. So private citizens and business are making profit using public asset. ------------------------------------------------------------An analysis in the report Sustaining California Agriculture in an Uncertain Future, estimates that potential water savings of between 4.5 - 6 million acre-feet each year can be achieved statewide by comprehensive changes in the irrigation technologies and management practices we use to grow California’s crops. In comparison, this savings is 19 times the amount of water returned to the environment through the recent Delta smelt ruling.Both side tout job loss near 25,000, but hard numbers don’t seem to exist. It depends on how you count. >> All water from the reservoirs is termed “public” water and must be used for public benefit. Unfortunately, farmers have found a way to sell their water for a nice profit instead of growing crops. Other businesses take the water rights, run them through subsidiary companies and the water converts from public to private. The water is then sold for millions in profit. The Institute looked at three water management scenarios:Efficient Irrigation Technology – shifting a fraction of the crops irrigated by flooding fields to sprinkler and drip systems;Improved Irrigation Scheduling – using local climate and soil information to help farmers irrigate more precisely; andRegulated Deficit Irrigation – applying less water to certain crops during drought-tolerant growth stages to save water and improve crop quality.Irrigators who benefit from the federally built Central Valley Project have enjoyed the equivalent of a massive 60-year, interest-free loan. Not only have they failed to repay their share of the costs (having only repaid about 19% of their $1.2-billion share of the capital costs), but the federal government charges them no interest. Pretty sweet. Give me $1.2 billion in a very long-term, zero-interest loan and I can find you hundreds of thousands of acre-feet of water. Buy everyone efficient fixtures (washing machines, toilets, showerheads, urinals, drip or sprinkler systems, etc.) and get repaid over time through water bills savings.�Read more: http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/blogs/gleick/category?blogid=104&cat=2620#ixzz0kIrtShl7�
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Permanent Crops in a Desert

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A picture from National Geo website….This pictures shows avocado trees that have been “stumped” to reduce their need for water and painted white to help prevent sunburn. 



• Stewart Resnick
– 115,000 acres

• Paramount Farms
– CA’s largest grower of

nuts, citrus  fruits,
and pomegranates

– World’s largest 
grower of pistachios
and almonds
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Top Mega AgriBusiness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One current poster child for bad agribusiness is Stewart Resnick>>A  Beverly Hills agribusiness tycoon who owns 115,000 acres of farmland in Kern County >> Resnick and his wife, Lynda, are co-owner of the giant Paramount Farms Delta advocates fear that campaign contributions from the Resnicks and other big water interests could heavily influence positions on the peripheral canal, the construction of more dams and the November $11.1 billion water bond. They also fear the Resnicks could pressure the next governor to support legislative and administrative attacks on federal plans protecting Delta smelt and Central Valley salmon. The Resnicks and executives of their companies have donated $3.97 million to candidates and political committees since 1993, mostly in the Golden State, a California Watch review of public records shows, according to the Center for Investigative Reporting, December 6, 2009. 



• Roll International 
– One of the largest US private water brokers

– Turns “public” water into private

• Kern Water Bank

• Money backer of 
Brown and Feinstein
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Top Mega AgriBusiness, cont’d

Presenter
Presentation Notes
>> Roll International, one of the largest private water brokers in the U.S., makes millions of dollars in profit off marketing subsidized public water.-- “Through a series of subsidiary companies and organizations, Roll International is able to convert California’s water from a public, shared resource into a private asset that can be sold on the market to the highest bidder>> Resnick was heavily involved in the creation of Kern County Water Bank — a controversial vast underground water storage facility developed at huge State Water Project expense in the southern San Joaquin Valley. -- The Westside Mutual Water Company, owned by Resnick, has owns 48 percent of the bank for 15 years-- One of the reasons why Central Valley reservoirs were drained so low over the past few years was to fill the water banks and southern California water reservoirs. >> The Resnicks and executives of their companies have donated $3.97 million to candidates and political committees since 1993 according to the Center for Investigative ReportingThe Resnicks have also written big checks to the campaigns of Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, Senator Dianne Feinstein, and presidential candidates from both parties in the 2008 election. They contributed a total of $271,990 to Schwarzenegger’s campaign coffers. Bill Jennings, executive director of the California Sportfishing Protection Alliance (CSPA), quipped about Resnicks’ contributions to Brown and others. “Resnick is an equal opportunity contributor to candidates seekers. He gives money to everybody – it doesn’t matter if they’re Republican, Democrat or the Anti-Christ, he’ll try to buy their votes.” ----------------------------------------------The recent National Academy of Sciences Delta Panel held in Davis from January 24-28 illustrated the influence of the Resnicks’ money upon political decisions. Because of a letter that Stewart Resnick wrote to Senator Diane Feinstein, Feinstein pressured the Obama administration to conduct the review of the biological opinions protecting Central Valley salmon and Delta smelt. In the letter of September 4, Resnick claimed that the biological opinion to prevent endangered salmon and smelt from becoming extinct was “exacerbating the state’s severe drought” because it reduced the water available to irrigate farmland. He claimed that “sloppy science” by federal fishery agencies had led to “regulatory-induced water shortages.” “I really appreciate your involvement in this issue,” he stated. The administration invited representatives of corporate agribusiness, including Resnicks’ Astroturf group, the Coalition for a “Sustainable” Delta, and Southern California water districts to testify, but they invited no representatives of recreational fishing groups, commercial fishing organizations, Delta farming groups, California Indian Tribes and environmental justice communities, the people most impacted by fish collapses. The NAS Panel is a typical example of the “pay to play” corruption endemic to California and U.S. politics. The Resnicks and associates have contributed $29,000 to Feinstein and $246,000 more to Democratic political committees during years when she has sought re-election. Feinstein, the Resnicks and other corporate agribusiness interests, southern California land speculators and Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger are engaged in an intense campaign to weaken pumping restrictions protecting threatened and endangered species under the federal biological opinions for Sacramento River Chinook salmon, Central Valley salmon, Delta smelt, green sturgeon and the southern resident population of killer whales. Senator Feinstein is now proposing an amendment to a jobs stimulus bill that, in effect, would suspend rules that protect salmon and other imperiled fish from being killed by the giant state and federal pumps in the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta. She is doing this at a time when Central Valley salmon populations have collapsed to a new record low. The Pacific Fisheries Management Council (PFMC) on February 11 reported that only 39,530 Sacramento River fall Chinook salmon returned to spawn in 2009. “No hearings have been held on Senator Feinstein’s proposed amendment,” said Steve Evans, conservation director for Friends of the River. “No written version of the amendment is available for review by the public. This is not the way to conduct public policy!” Corporate agribusiness and their political allies are also pushing for the approval of a water bond that, combined with the water policy package passed by the California Legislature in November, creates a clear path to the construction of the peripheral canal or tunnel and Temperance Flats and Sites reservoirs. Senate President Pro Tem Darrell Steinberg (D-Sacramento), who received $15,600 for his 2010 campaign from the Resnicks on July 30, 2009, strong-armed the water package through the Legislature in spite of strong opposition from his constituents and environmental, fishing and Delta farming groups. The canal will cost $23 billion to $53.8 billion to build at a time when California is in its worst economic crisis since the Great Depression – and the budgets for teachers, game wardens, health care for children and state parks have been slashed. Unfortunately, you can expect political influence by corporate giants like the Resnicks to increase even more, due to the recent 5-4 Supreme Court decision that blocks bans on corporate spending for political candidates. For action alerts and updates, go to http://www.restorethedelta.org.



• Nation’s largest water district

• Joined TRD push in 1953, contract in 1963

• The “darth vader” of Calif water districts

• Members are mostly absentee-owner
corporate farms

• Toxic land – selenium

• Water reselling

• Retiring land and water?
– 200,000 more acres
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Westlands Water District

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another player constantly in the news, and a long time nemesis of Trinity County and Trinity Lake, is the Westlands Water District. >> In 1953, the Westlands Water District join the fight for legislation to dam the Trinity River. -- In 1963, the CVP signed a 40 year water contract with Westlands for CVP water. -- They receive 1.15M af of CVP/TRD water a year>> WWD  is the largest water district in the nation and have lots of money and a huge counsel staff. >> The WWD has been very successful getting what they want in court, or by threatening a lawsuit. -- Several times Trinity County stopped legal filings because of the potential cost of fighting WWD in court. >> WWD represents huge farming interests, not small family farms>> Much of Westlands land has high selenium levels selenium-- The land does not have proper drainage as per the requirements of the 1960 San Luis Act>> 100k ac of WWD land has been retired-- An additional 100k ac have been identified for retirement-- USBR has identified an additional 100k ac          -- so 300k ac can be retired          -- The question is, will WWD give up the water allocated to that land or resell it for a profit



• National Academy of Science
– Feb: Upheld pumping restrictions

• Judge Wanger (US District Court, Eastern 
District California)

– March: Turned down
request to lift 
pumping restriction
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Westlands – losing battles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WWD now fights for sympathy in the media and in court. >> Diane Feinstein had called for the review of reduction in water allocation to San Joaquin farmers late last year after a farm industry district mogul - Stewart Resnick, owner of Paramount Farms - asked her to. The National Academy of Science completed a review in Jan 2010 and determined that the plans, which call for periodic restrictions on pumping water from the Delta, are sound and valid means toward protecting Delta smelt and Chinook salmon. That the Academy has found Resnick's and Feinstein's allegations that the pumping restrictions are unnecessarily hurtful to farmers to be bogus is a boon to the fight for Delta water.>> Judge Wanger has also ruled against WWD or at least found no merit in their claims in several cases within the last two years. This picture in this slide shows WWD ag land along the canal. 



• Tainted ag runoff into the Calif Aqueduct
– Southern metro areas want “clean” water

• Excessive valley groundwater use
– Valley have dropped 30’ in places

– CA Aqueduct has 6’ drops in places

• 10-year drought on 
the Colorado River
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Other Pressure for Water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is laundry list of other pressures for Northern Calif water>> Lanate, a powerful pesticide that is banned in most European countries, is used on farm land and returns to rivers and canal in runoff. -- This and other pesticide are water are reducing the quality of the water going south-- SoCal water districts can not get all of these chemicals out-- There is growing demand for more “fresh, clean” water>> The groundwater pumping by SJ farming has drop parts of the valley 30’ and the California Aqueduct had sunk 6 ft. in places during dry periods-- Water users are increase their use of groundwater when their canal water allocation is reduced. -- Water users want to continue life as normal during water shortages-- It takes years for these groundwater banks to refill>> The Colorado River is still in the midst of a long drought, therefore reducing water allocations to So Cal farmers and residents. ---------------------------------------------California Agriculture Faces Challenges As Drought ContinuesJune 2009BAKERSFIELD, CA - Urgent calls for California residents to conserve water have grown in the wake of the final Sierra Nevada Mountains snow survey of the season indicating a snow depth and water content at only 67 percent of normal levels. The Sierra snowpack is vital to California water supplies and officials are preparing plans for mandatory water conservation. In Southern California, the Metropolitan Water District, cut deliveries to farmers by nearly a third and growers in Fresno and Kings counties have not planted about 200,000 acres of crops, a third of the land irrigated by Westlands Water District. Many farmers are now selling their government-subsidized water for profit instead of using it to plant crops. Much of the California water supply comes from the Colorado River where a continuing eight-year drought has lowered water storage to roughly half of capacity. Dry conditions across the West have already doubled the wildfires this year causing fire officials to brace for a possible repeat of the devastating 2007 southern California wildfire season. 



• Weak levee system
– 1,100 miles of levee

• 50% of inflow pumped south

• Smelt called the key 
indicator species of a
greater problem (ES)

• Therefore, the
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
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Sacramento Delta

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Sacramento Delta is a ticking time bomb.>> The Delta’s 1,100 miles of levees are fragile.-- A break would cause major water delivery problems in California. >> As we saw before, 50% of inflow is pumped south-- Pressure to bypass the delta – NorCal water around Delta>> Those little smelt… we have all heard about them in the news. -- The smelt are on the Endangered Species list and -- are considered an indicator species of problems that will soon be affecting other species in the Delta-- Therefore, keeping the smelt health may keep other fish populations healthy >> These and many more Delta “health” issues have resulted in a huge project called the Bay Delta Conservation Plan-- The Plan is very complex and therefore not for tonight’s topic-- Good part, bad parts of the planThe $23 billion estimate includes $4.2 billion for "isolated conveyance" - a peripheral canal- through the eastern Delta, $9.8 billion for through Delta conveyance, $4 billion for mitigation, $4 billion for restoration and $5 billion for off-stream storage. The $53.8 billion estimate is based on a combination of $33 billion for a conveyance tunnel and $9.8 billion for through Delta conveyance, in addition to $2 billion for mitigation, $4 billion for restoration, and $5 billion for off-stream storage. "Since 1850, 95 percent of the estuary's wetlands and tidal marshes have been leveed and filled, with resulting loss of fish and wildlife habitat," reported the WEF. Farmland, marine shipping lanes, communities, railroads, and power transmission lines have filled in the space where marshland used to thrive. Additionally, huge pumps now suck 5.5 million acre-feet of water out of the delta each year to send south.As a result, several fish in the delta, which environmentalists call key indicator species, are struggling for survival -- the delta smelt is listed as endangered, and the longfin smelt as threatened. Salmon populations are also in dire shape, and the state's salmon fishery is closed for the second year in a row.The precarious future of these fish, and the delta itself, has resulted in restrictions on pumps that were sending water south to farming areas on the west side of the San Joaquin Valley and all the way down to urban areas like Los Angeles via a large water wholesaler called the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California.More fresh water for the delta, less to south



• ½ million acres of the most productive 
farmland in the US

• Large number of animal
species

• Drinking water for 25 million
people

• Water for the $27 billion 
agriculture industry

• Fish nursery
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Delta Importance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Delta is important to California’s economy >> The Delta covers over ½ million acres of land used to grown corn, grain and hay, alfalfa, pasture, tomatoes, asparagus, fruit, safflower, pears, and wine grapes>> The Delta is the habitat for 52 mammals, 22 reptile and amphibian species, 225 birds, 54 species of fish,including approximately 260 invasive species>> The fresh water of the Delta provide drinking water for 25 million people, and>> Water for the $27 billion California ag industry>> With the San Francisco Bay, the Delta is a nursery for many anadromous Fish --Salmon, striped bass, steelhead trout, American shad, sturgeon – crabs, and other species of fish, birds, and mammals. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vast Delta – 5 counties



• Eases water transfers going south 
– Reliable water supply to SoCal

• Reduce the need for pumping, 
therefore decrease the fish kill

• $4.2 billion cost

• Nov 2010 Clean/Safe/Reliable Drinking 
Water Supply bond measure
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Delta Peripheral Canal
(Conveyance Facility)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Peripheral Canal is alive again… The project is now referred to as a conveyance facility to help remarket a controversial project. >> A canal, or pipeline under the Delta, would ease how water get moved south. -- The canal would make it easy to divert NorCal water>> The media selling point is that water would not flow into the Delta, therefore reducing the need to pump water out of the Delta and reduce the risk to fish>> The current estimated cost is $23 to $53 Billion and an EIR has not been completed-- The $23 billion estimate includes $4.2 billion for "isolated conveyance" - a peripheral canal- through the eastern Delta, $9.8 billion for through Delta conveyance, $4 billion for mitigation, $4 billion for restoration and $5 billion for off-stream storage. The $53.8 billion estimate is based on a combination of $33 billion for a conveyance tunnel and $9.8 billion for through Delta conveyance, in addition to $2 billion for mitigation, $4 billion for restoration, and $5 billion for off-stream storage. >> The peripheral canal funding is part of the $11 Billion water bond measure on the November ballot. -- More about this proposition in a moment. �



• Similar proposition failed in the 80s under 
Jerry Brown

• All 2010 governor candidates support the 
canal and more delta pumping
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Peripheral Canal
(Conveyance Facility), contd.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
>> Jerry Brown signed the legislation that authorized the original peripheral canal bond in 1982, but voters overwhelmingly defeated the canal at the ballot box that November. -- The votes was split mostly between Northern and Southern California. >> Every candidate for governor supports the peripheral canal project. -----------------------------------------------------��Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger's Delta Vision and Bay Delta Conservation Plan processes have advocated building "dual conveyance" facilities, a combination of "isolated conveyance" - the peripheral canal - and through Delta conveyance where the water would flow through shored up levees in existing river channels. ��The peripheral canal, designed to export more NorCal water. The region contains the San Francisco Bay Area, the state capital, Sacramento; as well as the substantial natural beauty of the redwood forests, the northern  water to Central Valley corporate agribusiness.��Southern California is centered on the cities of Los Angeles and San Diego, Southern California is home to nearly 24 million people and is the nation's second most populated region. The Peripheral Canal would be a monumental project approximating the Panama Canal. The canal is designed to carry 15,000 cfs of Sacramento River water. Sacramento River, starts near Mount Shasta, and flows 382 mi (615 km) southwest between the Cascade and Sierra Nevada ranges, through the northern Central Valley. The canal would be 500 to 700 feet wide and 48 to 49 miles long, based on an engineering report completed in August 2006 by Washington Group International for the State Water Contractors. By comparison, the Panama Canal is 500 to 1000 feet wide and 50 miles long. An alternate design is a massive 35 mile tunnel, rather than a canal, through the Delta. ��To develop the costs for the tunnel under the Delta, Kasower substituted as "reasonably equivalent" the costs for a comparable construction project, the London-Paris Channel or "Chunnel." The Chunnel is 31 miles long and cost $21 billion in 1994. By adjusting the $21 billion into 2009 dollars, Kasower came up with the $33 billion figure. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the canal concept and options. 
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The Real Impact of Delta Water



• Safe, Clean, and Reliable Drinking Water 
Supply Act of 2010
– $455M for misc project

– $1.4B for "integrated regional water projects" 

– $2.25B for projects that "support delta sustainability options". 

– $3B for water storage projects 

– $1.7B for ecosystem and watershed protection /restoration

– $1B for groundwater protection and cleanup. 

– $1.25B for "water recycling and advanced treatment projects". 

– $2B for projects that "lawmakers candidly acknowledge were 
included in the proposal to win the votes that were needed to pass 
the plan out of the Legislature."
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November 2010 Water Bond

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Safe, Clean, and Reliable Drinking Water Supply Act on the November 2010 ballot is a huge $11 Billion bond measure. Aside from the fact that now is not the time for the State to go farther into debt. The bond measure is a combination of some good projects, and some very bad projects, such as the Peripheral Canal. The bond includes money to build a dam, the canal, water recycling and treatment plants, watershed projects, Sacramento Delta restoration, and a huge amount of unallocated money for unknown projects. The last time California voters approved a water bond was with Proposition 84 in 2006. Proposition 84 authorized $5.4 billion in spending on water projects. Its supporters spent $11.4 million on their campaign urging a "yes" vote. Four years earlier, with Proposition 50 in 2002, voters approved $3.4 billion for water projects.Although there will be plenty of hot-button issues on the 2010 ballot in California, some observers predict that "the biggest fight, the sharpest split, may come over water." As of January 2010, California has a total bond debt of $89 billion from previous bond issues approved by the state's voters. The state makes yearly debt payments of about $10 billion on its $89 billion debt load. $455 million for drought relief projects, disadvantaged communities, small community wastewater treatment improvements and safe drinking water revolving fund $1.4 billion for "integrated regional water management projects“  $2.25 billion for projects that "support delta sustainability options".  $3 billion for water storage projects  $1.7 billion for ecosystem and watershed protection and restoration projects in 21 watersheds.  $1 billion for groundwater protection and cleanup $1.25 billion for "water recycling and advanced treatment technology projects".  The $11 billion water bond bill includes about $2 billion in earmarks for projects that "lawmakers candidly acknowledge were included in the proposal to win the votes that were needed to pass the plan out of the Legislature."Projects $40 million to educate the public about California's water. $100 million for a Lake Tahoe Environmental Improvement Program for watershed restoration, bike trails and public access and recreation projects.  $75 million for the Sierra Nevada Conservancy, for public access, education and interpretive projects.  $20 million for the Baldwin Hills Conservancy to be used to buy more land. The conservancy is near the home of Assembly Speaker Karen Bass.  $20 million for the Bolsa Chica Wetlands in Huntington Beach for interpretive projects for visitors. Gov. Schwarzenegger said, ""When you hear about pork, what is for some people pork is for us cleaning up the groundwater.“The amount of money requested in the bill was increased by $1.15 billion in an all-night session that ended just hours before the bill was approved.The proposition "was written largely by lobbyist Joe Caves." He is characterized as "a key player behind previous water bonds" and someone who is "a master broker who brings together environmentalists, business groups and various parts of the state that often have very different interests."-------------------------------------------------If the public is going to pay for the dam, why shouldn't the public get all the water. Really. Every drop. And by "public," I mean the environment. If bond money is going to be spent to build a huge dam, why not require that every drop be reserved for ecosystem restoration, fisheries protection, water-quality improvement, and the like -- true "public goods?" None of the water should be allowed to be consumed for agriculture or urban supply unless users pay the full cost. None.�Read more: http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/blogs/gleick/category?blogid=104&cat=2620#ixzz0kIsIzcft��



• Trinity River Restoration

• Klamath River management
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Trinity Basin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let come home to Trinity…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Health of the entire Trinity River and Trinity Lake is important to Trinity County. Fishing, rafting, and guide businesses along the Trinity River bring in the majority of the County’s tourism dollars. The Trinity River divides the Hoopa Reservation just before merging with the Klamath. The Yurok Reservation extends the rest of the way to the ocean. So the Tribes are very involved and dedicated to ensuring that the river health is improved. Notice that the Trinity River does not have a large watershed. The watershed is a mere 2,900 sq miles. There is only a 15% probability that Trinity Lake will refill each year. 



• Severe loss of salmon and other ocean-
going fish in the pre-ROD years

• Loss of natural flooding to keep the
river “fish friendly”

• Lost spawning habitat
– Fish use to migrated 

to Coffee Creek
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The Dam’s Impact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The building of Trinity Dam has severe effects on the Trinity River. >> After completion, 90% of the normal river flow was diverted to the Sacramento Valley, this resulted in a severe loss of salmon and other ocean-going fish. >> There was also the loss of natural flooding that is needed to maintain fish habitat-- Before the dam, winter heavy rains and periodic floods would “clean up” silt and finds that deposited in the river and would keep the willow and grass at bay along sand bars and channels. >> The biggest problem was the loss of the salmon’s natural spawning area, which was Coffee Creek. -- The fish use to migrate all the way to Coffee Creek for cold water and pools to spawn in-- There is a total loss of 109 miles of native spawning area 
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Channel Changed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just 6 years after Trinity Dam completion, encroachment of riparian vegetation on the low water edge was already severe at Gold Bar (six miles downstream of Lewiston Dam).
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Habitat Changed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fish habitat has changed.In these illustrations, the red areas highlight suitable fry rearing habitat. The pre-TRD channel (left) provided habitat over the wide range of flows expected during the winter months when fry are emerging from spawning beds. However, the riparian berm of the post-TRD channel (right) confines the river, eliminates the gently sloping channel margins, and increases water velocities along the channel margins beyond that preferred by salmon and steelhead fry. The gentle slope of the natural gravel/cobble bars slows the water velocity along the edge of the river, creating rearing habitat for salmon and steelhead fry. Emerging fry hide among the clean cobbles and gravel where water velocity is low. As flows increase, the habitat migrates progressively higher up the channel margins, but never disappears. Yellow-legged frogs also use the gently sloping gravel and cobble bars to deposit eggs.



• Flow Study, EIS/EIR

• 1990 - Water Right 90-05

• 2000 ROD, followed by ruling for SEIS/EIR

• 2004 Judge Wanger-no SEIS/EIR needed

• 2005 – ROD flows
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Trinity River Restoration 
Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Tribes, and some other groups, sued USBR for their post-dam river management. Over the first 10 years of full TRD operations, water years (WY) 1964-1973, 88 percent of the inflow of the Trinity River (averaging annually 1,234 of 1,396 TAF) into Trinity Lake was diverted into the Sacramento River Basin.(Remember that the dam was built to provide water to the water users in the San Luis area. )This water diversion court case resulted in  12 years of flow studiesDuring this time: 1970s – Trinity River Task Force was formed. Now extinct. 1975 – Flow experiments start1977 – Trinity Lake was drained to 10% of capacity (224,000), Hatchery fish die because USBR refused to bypass the powerplant to provide cold water to fish. In 1978, the Service conducted a microhabitat study investigating the relation between streamflows and anadromous fish habitats in the Trinity River (USFWS, 1980a). The study concluded that substantial gains in fish habitat for specific life stages would be achieved if the annual instream flow regime were raised to 287 TAF. Ultimately, the study concluded that an instream flow regime of 340 TAF would be necessary after a stream restoration program was implemented. 10 years to complete an EIRAn Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), prepared in 1980, addressed the Department of the Interior.s proposal to restore salmon and steelhead populations by increasing streamflows in the Trinity River (USFWS, 1980b). The EIS determined that an 80 percent decline in chinook salmon and a 60 percent decline in steelhead populations had occurred since the commencement of TRD operations.��One of the first congressional responses to the decline of the Trinity River fishery resources was the enactment of the Trinity River Stream Rectification Act in 1980 (P. L. 96-335) to control sand deposition from the degraded watershed of Grass Valley Creek, a tributary to the Trinity River In 1990, the State Water Resources Control Board issued Water Order 90-05 that directed USBR not to divert water to the Sacramento River from the Trinity River Division for temperature control in a manner which would harm Trinity River Fish as measured by 56 degrees at Douglas City and North Fork confluence (This order is still not being followed.) The EIR was approved by USBR in form of Record of Decision in 2000 Another suit followed asking for a supplemental EIS Judge Wanger ruled no SEIS was need in 2004 The Restoration flow schedule started in 2005------------------------------------------------------------------------ More datesSupported by the 1980 EIS, Secretary Cecil Andrus issued a Secretarial Decision on January 14, 1981, that directed the Service to conduct the Trinity River Flow Evaluation to evaluate the effects on fish habitat by increasing annual instream releases to 140 TAF in critically dry water years, 220 TAF in dry water years, and 340 TAF in normal or wetter water years, and to recommend long-term flow releases. All for the 12-year study. 1983 – EIS is completed with action planThe 1984 Management Act directed the Secretary to develop a management program to restore fish and wildlife populations in the Basin to levels approximating those that existed immediately before TRD construction began. Flow study begins. Congress reauthorized the 1984 Act in 1996 (P.L. 104-143) and, among other things, amended its goal to clarify that the management program is intended to aid in the resumption of fishing activities (recreational, non-tribal commercial, and Tribal) and that restoration will be measured not only by returning salmon and steelhead spawners but also by the ability of dependent Tribal and non-tribal fishers to participate fully in the benefits of restoration through enhanced harvest opportunities.Additionally, the 1984 Management Act was amended to clarify that the TRFH should not impair efforts to restore and maintain naturally reproducing anadromous fish stocks within the Basin.Four of the first six years of the Trinity River Flow Evaluation Study were designated as dry water years under criteria established in the 1981 Secretarial Decision, due to drought conditions in California from 1986 through 1990. As a result, the Hoopa Valley Tribe filed an administrative appeal seeking Secretarial intervention to resolve issues pertaining to dry-year flow reductions. 1987:Drought begins1988:Hoopa Valley Tribe Appeals Dry Year Cutbacks in flowsIn July 1990, the Secretary directed the Service to review Trinity River flows as originally described by the 1981 Secretarial Decision. In January 1991, the Service developed an environmental assessment (EA) tiered to the 1980 EIS that analyzed the environmental impacts of a proposal to provide at least 340 TAF for each dry or wetter water year and 340 TAF in each critically dry year, if at all possible. This 1991 EA was adopted by the Secretary, and a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) was made (Secretarial Decision on Trinity River Flows, 1991; Appendix C)1990 – Water Right Order 90-05, SWRCB  directed Reclamation not to divert water to the Sacramento River from the Trinity River Division for temperature control in a manner which would harm Trinity River Fish as measured by 56 degrees at Douglas City and North Fork confluence1991:Lujan Decision increases flows to 340,000 af, eliminates dry year cutbacks per Andrus Decision1992:Lujan Decision and State temperature objectives make for whitewater boating bonanzaIn 1992, Congress enacted the Central Valley Project Improvement Act, Title XXXIV of P.L. 102-575 (CVPIA). Among other purposes described in section 3402 of the CVPIA, Congress intended the statute  to protect, restore, and enhance fish, wildlife, and associated habitats in the Central Valley and Trinity River Basins . . . . and . . . . to address impacts of the Central Valley Project on fish, wildlife, and associated habitats. The CVPIA includes several provisions related to theTRD such as Section 3406(b)(19) addressing carry-over storage and Section 3406(e)(4) addressing studies evaluating the need for temperature control devices at Trinity Dam and Reservoir.Because of the depressed condition of the fishery, the Tribes are entitled, under the Solicitor’s Opinion, to 50 percent of the harvest. The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals concluded that the Federal Government’s trust responsibility includes the duty to preserve the Hoopa Valley and Yurok Tribes fishing rights1999: Trinity river flow evaluation final2000: Trinity River EIS/EIR completed2000: ROD for the Trinity River signed by BabbittROD was under litigation- 2001-2004, SEIS/EIR was requiredMay 2004 - Draft SEIS/EIR issued 2001-2004 Flows increased somewhat, but not to ROD level2003--50,000 af released to prevent fish kill on Lower Klamath- MWD gets involved Long-Term OCAP BA/BONapa Proposition- Send 1 million AF more south of DeltaLimited flows to dry or critically dry year flows (369,000 af or 452,000 af)9th Circuit Court ----ROD can proceedNormal Year flows in 2004SEIS not requiredTrinity River has been studied extensively USFWS and NMF’’s upheld, except for illegal Reasonable and Prudent MeasuresWestlands and NCPA decline to go to Supremes!!!



• “Restore” the Trinity River to pre-dam 
conditions

• Reality is probably to improve the river

• Recreate of the Coffee Creek environment 
below Lewiston
– 109 miles of 

native river
condensed into
49 miles
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Trinity River Restoration 
Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
>> TRRP goal, in the ROD, is to restore the river to a pre-dam condition. >> In reality, restoration will probably be improving most of the damage, but the river can never be fully restored without removing the dam. -- At the TRRP Science Symposium, this reality check was expressed by a member of the Senior Science Advisory board. >> The challenge is how to create an artificial “Coffee Creek” below Lewiston Dam?-- The fish use to migrate all the way to Coffee Creek for cold water and pools to spawn in-- The TRRP is trying to artificially recreate the environment of Coffee Creek below Lewiston Dam-- This mean taking 109 miles of native spawning area and duplicating it below Lewiston in 49 milesThe problem with this is water temperature and habitat. Lake water is being use to try and create the beds that the salmon like to spawn in. It takes a lot of water to scour the banks and create the right rock beds. Before the dam, winter heavy rains and periodic floods would “clean up” silt and finds that deposited in the river and would keep the willow and grass at bay along sand bars and channels. 



• USBR, executive director 

• Trinity Management Council (TMC), 
TRRP governing board

• Trinity Adaptive Management Working 
Group (TAMWG), TMC advisory group

• Trinity River Restoration Project (TRRP) 
team, Weaverville
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Trinity River Restoration
Program Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the top of all decision making is the Secretary of the Interior>> The Executive Director of the TRRP is the USBR’s regional director. >> The Trinity Management Council sets policies and direction for the project. There are 8 government agencies represented on the council>> TAMWG is a group 20 stakeholders, who advisory the TMC and provide oversight>> The TRRP team in Weaverville do the actual work. 



• 8 members
– Trinity County – USFW

– Tribes: Hoopa and Yurok – USBR

– Cal Natural Resources – USFS

– NOOA Fisheries

• Affirmative vote—7 out of 8

• Quarterly public meetings
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Trinity Management Council

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the TMC members: Trinity county Hoopa Tribe Yurok Tribe California Department of Natural Resources NOOA Fisheries US Fish and Wildlife US Bureau of Reclamations US Forest ServiceTo pass any policy change or action, currently the Council requires a supermajority vote.-- TAMWG has requested that that by-law be changed to a simple majority-- This supermajority requirement has stalled many decisions, and the ability of the Council to move forwardTMC holds quarterly meetings, open to the public, in March, June, September, and December



Big Bar Community Development Group
California Trout, Inc.
City of Redding Electric Utility Company 
Glenn-Colusa Irrigation District 
Environmental Defense Fund 
Friends of the Trinity River
Natural Resource Conservation Service
Northcoast Environmental Center
Recreational Fishing Guide/Trinity County Resident 
Redwood Regional Audubon Society 
Safe Alternatives for Forest Environment 
6 Rivers Outfitters and Guides Association
Tehama-Colusa Canal Authority 
Trinity County Resource Conservation District
Trinity County Resident - Land Owner (Chairman)
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Willow Creek Community Services District
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TAMWG Members

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a current list of TAMWG members. The Trinity Lake Revitalization Alliance applied for TAMWG membership in April. This process could take 9 months. 



Water year 
type

Frequency of 
occurrence

Volume 
(AF)

Peak Release 
(cfs)

Critically dry (12%) 369,000 1,500

Dry (28%) 453,000 4,500

Normal (20%) 647,000 6,000 

Wet (28%) 701,000 8,500

Extremely 
wet 

(12%) 815,000 11,000
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ROD Water Year Releases

2009 dry 
2008 normal 
2007 dry 
2006 extremely wet 

2005 normal 
2004 wet 
2003 wet 
2002 normal 

2001 dry 
2000 wet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the mandated water allocation for the Trinity River spelled out in the 2000 Record of Decision. These allocations and releases were not implemented until 2005 after Judge Wanger ruled that at SEIS was not needed. The water year type is determined by snow pack and forecasts. -- Forecasting is one area where we may be able to make a change-- The forecast should be Trinity Basin watershed only, not grouped with the Shasta watershed. At the bottom of the slide are the past year water type determinations. 
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How is the Water Year
Determined on April 1?
 

Water Year Type  
Inflow to Trinity Lake  
(Acre-Feet)  

Extremely Wet >2,000,000 
Wet 1,350,000 to 2,000,000 
Normal 1,025,000 to 1,350,000 
Dry 650,000 to 1,025,000 
Critically Dry  < 650,000  

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Bureau of Reclamation determines the water year type on April 1 by comparing the calculated inflow to Trinity Lake to the table. The inflow to Trinity Lake is calculated by summing the actual amount of runoff that has occurred from October 1 until April 1 and an estimated volume of water that Reclamation forecasters predict will runoff during the months remaining in the water year (i.e. April 1 through September 30). 
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Forecast Zones
Bad for Trinity Lake?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Trinity watershed is grouped into the Northern Sierra/Trinity Zone. As we saw this year, being group with Shasta is not good forecasting. Shasta Basin received a lot of rain, while Trinity received average bordering on dry. The Klamath Basin is a more similar region to be grouped with, orTrinity Basin with one reservoir should be forecasted separately. 
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Presentation Notes
This charts shows the pre-dam river flowsNote the winter floods that “refreshed” the river habitats. These flows do not occur anymore. Strong spiked flows occurred in the early spring due to snow melt. These flows help move the young fish down the river. The snow melts helped keep the river cool for adult fish over summering in the river. The flows subsided drastically by July as the snow melt ended. The snow melt helped keep the river cool for adult fish over summering in the river. 
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ROD Releases Hydrograph

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the base river releases mandated in the ROD. These release are scheduled to try and mimic nature. (Note that these flow are just for the river – 48% of the lake release. The same amount can be released into the valley.)Before the ROD flows were implemented, the USBR held water in the lake longer for late summer valley agriculture needs and power generation. We all got use to the lake being held “up” until the end of the summer. Now, more water is being release in April and May, therefore lowering the lake level earlier in the season. 
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2010 Flow Scheduling Workgroup Recommended Releases

WG Recommended ROD Normal

6000cfs bench- Moved 1 week earlier to coincide with 
seed dispersal of riparian vegetation and Yellow Legged  

4600 cfs bench to allow  for WSEL, 
dicharge and velocity calibration at 2D 

Descend at a rate less than 0.1 ft/day 
(not met with Normal hydrograph) to 
not exceed seedling root growth rate 
and minimize YLF egg mass strandings

2000 cfs bench (4 days shorter than ROD 
normal) - Provides enough time to  complete 
necessary habitat work, should assist with 
timing of YLF hatchling survival  for earliest 

Descend at a rate less than 
0.1 ft/day (not met with ROD 
normal) to not exceed 
seedling root growth rate and 
minimize YLF egg mass 

750 cfs bench to allow  for 
WSEL, dicharge and velocity 
calibration at 2D GRTS sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the 2010 approved TRRP release. This release is one of the first times that adaptive management has been put into practice. -- The release were move forward one week for the frogs (it is questionable if this move is good for the fish)-- and, the release schedule was modified because the team found out that the sharp ROD release cutback was killing the new habitat plants because the soil was drying out faster than the roots could grow to water. 
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Presentation Notes
This is the release schedule by day…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagram shows the USBR 50% and 90% confidence level for the forecasted lake level. On the right side of the diagram are some historic facts and the lake elevations for the boat ramps. If the lake’s current condition is going to become the normal standard, than we need to work on getting ramp built or extended to the new normal lake elevation. 



• Trinity and Sacramento Rivers

• Fingerlings, over summering, spawning

• 1-2 degrees has an impact
– Stresses fish

– Less resistance
to disease and 
parasites
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River Temperature Control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another big part of the ROD is maintaining the correct river temperature for new and migrating fish. This mandate for river temperature could be key to saving water in the lake during the summer. -- A “cold pool” should be maintained in the lake in order to have cold water during the summer to cool the river. Why is temperature critical?	Fingerlings	Adults over summering	SpawningSome science shows that fish are sensitive to water temperature changes. Even a 1-2 degrees change and stress the fish making them vulnerable to diease. 
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River Temperature Objectives
 

Daily Average 
Not to Exceed  Period  River Reach 

60° F  July 1 - Sept. 14  Lewiston Dam to Douglas City Bridge  

56° F  Sept. 15 - Oct. 1  Lewiston Dam to Douglas City Bridge  

56° F  Oct. 1 - Dec. 31  Lewiston Dam to confluence of North Fork 
Trinity River  

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the ROD temperature mandates. Remember, that the TRRP is trying to recreate Coffee Creek habitat below Lewiston Dam-- There is a big air temperature difference between the two areas which affects river water temperatures. Coffee Creek is easily 20 degrees cooler at night during the summer than Lewiston, and the river and creek in Coffee Creek are mostly shaded. -- Direct sunlight is the biggest contributor to water temperature increase.-- So, cold water has to be released from Trinity, run through Lewiston Lake, and then released into the Trinity River to create an area of cold water.  -- Lewiston Lake is shallow and heats up fast-- Water must be releases from Trinity to cool Lewiston so that that water released from Lewiston is cold enough to cool the river below Lewiston to  historic Coffee Creek temperatures.  



• Normal release of water from the lake
– Can still generate power

– Only works when water level is high

• Pull water from the bottom of the lake 
– No power generated

– Used when lake levels are low

• ~250-350,000 af to cool down Lewiston
– This water is exported to the valley
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How to Cool the River:
Current

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In normal and wet years, cold water for cooling Lewiston is available at the level of the main dam gates. When water is release, power can be generated. -- Power generation is important to the USBR because it generate good revenue and subsidizes their low water rates. In low lake water years, to get cold water to cool Lewiston Lake, water must be drawn from the bottom of the lake.-- When this happens, an auxiliary gate is used and power can not be generated-- Problem with bottom water draws is the when they return to the normal power generation gates (up higher), the water is warmer there, therefore release cause the river temps to go up. The Trinity Unit was not designed for river releases, otherwise, Lewiston Lake would be there. -- It takes 250,000 to 350,000 acre feet of water during the summer season to cool Lewiston Lake down enough for river releases. The water pushed through Lewiston to cool it is initially to warm to release into the river, so that water is pumped into the Sacramento River. -- If the Sacramento River is getting too warm (it has temperature restrictions in place also), then the warm water releases from Lewiston are not good for The Sacramento either. 



• Maintain a large pool of water in the lake
– Longer access to cold water

– Power generation

• Bypass Lewiston Lake
– Save 250-350,000 af

– Might be better for recreation, Lewiston fish
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How to Cool the River:
Options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
>> The current and quickest solution to the river temperature control is to maintain a large pool of water in Trinity Lake. -- A higher elevation would keep the cold water level high and allow cold water releases out of the main gates and generate power at the same time. -- A pool of cold water could be a save guard in case there is a warming of the Klamath River. Water could be released to prevent a fish kill off like the one that happened in 2002. >> Ideas have been proposed for years about what to do about this waste of water to cool Lewiston. One idea is to have a direct pipe through Lewiston to carry cold water directly to the river. -- A warmer Lewiston Lake might be better all around because the lake would stay warmer for recreation and bass. 



• Keeps water in the lake for late summer 
and fall release

• Volume studies vary around 750,000 and 
1M AF

• Who gives up the water? 
– Lake holds 2.4 MAF

– Normal water year: 1.3 MAF to river and 
valley
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The Cold Pool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
>> A cold pool would also help maintain a higher lake level later in the year, therefore helping tourism and river temps for the fall salmon run>> What is not known is how big of a cold pool is needed. -- The ROD mentions 600,000 af -- A science paper in 2008 recommended 750,000 af-- And Trinity County, USFS, and the Hoopa and Yurok tribes requested 1 million af at the March 31 TMC meeting>> Probably the biggest issue is who gives up water for the cold pool. -- The lake holds 2.4 MAF-- Normal year TRRP river release is 650,000 (48% of the total lake release)-- Therefore, the USBR gets about 650,000 for valley diversion-- Totaling 1.3 MAF-- With a 1MAF cold pool, the lake would have to start -- With only a 15% chance of refilling each year, either the USBR or the TRRP would have to give up water for an annual cold pool



• Less water to the valley

• Better science behind TRRP releases

• Better understand the salmon decline
– Ocean changes

– Seals and sea lions

– Other predator fish

– Hatchery fish

– Salmon farms
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What Else Could Help Keep 
More Lake Water?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How else could water be kept in Trinity Lake? >> Enforce area of original rights and keep all Trinity Lake water in the Trinity Basin>> Require vetted science behind all TRRP projects and release schedules-- The TRRP can not be a “grand experiment”, as stated at the 2010 Science Symposium. -- There are two many stakeholders to experiment with water use>> Put more research into the real reasons for the salmon decline and why they are not returning to the rivers. -------------------------------------------------"The real solution," wrote Rachel Olivieri, "reducing and relocating vulnerable population centers, reducing consumer demand, developing local water sustainability and restoring watersheds is simply unthinkable -- and the unthinkable is the only solution."



• Stay informed – Need to debate issues 
with knowledge and science

• Write letters and contact legislators 
when needed

• Attend public meeting to represent 
North Lake issues and view points

• Support all local marinas and lake 
businesses
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What can You do?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what can each of us do to help maintain more water in Trinity Lake? >> Stay informed. It may not be exciting to search the Internet and read press release and government documents-- but decisions that affect the lake are not openly made public, so we have to look for them-- We can argue our points better if we have information and data>> Write letters to our government representatives when there is pending legislation or one of them takes a side that will hurt our water resources>> Attend public meetings to show organizations and agencies that we are active, organized, focused, and determined. -- As I heard on NPR a couple of weeks ago… fighting the government is like going to Las Vegas, you have to be present to win>> Support our local marinas and businesses so that they can survive while we work to improve our lake viability. 



• Apply for membership on the TAMWAG
– Have a voice in the TRRP  

• Build relationships with and support 
organizations that share our goals
– Friends of Trinity River

– Trinity Lake Houseboat Owners’ Assoc. 

– California Water Impact Network

– CalTrout
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What can the TLRA do?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Trinity Lake Revitalization Alliance is just forming, but as a representative of the North Trinity Lake, we can: represent the NTL communities on TAMWG help build relationships between NTL communities and organizations that share our goals support these organizations financially and politically-- there is strength in numbers and political power when there are many



• Build relationships with marina operators 
for a stronger united voice

• Research marina ramp extensions and/or 
auxiliary ramps to access the lake during 
low water

• Fund a hydrology study

• Push for better inflow forecasting for the 
Trinity Lake watershed
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What can the TLRA do?, contd.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
>> Encourage marina operations to join our grassroots group for a stronger NTL voice>> Work with USFS to get low water access to the lake-- The TRRP EIR identifies the issue of lake access as one of its mitigation suggestions-- This topic has been agenized on the June TAMWG meeting schedule>> Hire a hydrologist to perform a study on the lake to determine water inflow, outflow, and level issuses. -- This will require a grant>> Push for better snow and precipitation gauges throughout the Trinity watershed >> Push for isolation the Trinity Basin forecasted from Shasta and the eastern Sierras>> Push for inflow gauges to the lake, not computations and estimates



• Watershed restoration

• Research the fish restocking
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Other Lake Projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
>> Work for a watershed restoration project that will increase the amount of precipitation that reaches the lake, and-- forest management that clears brush and dead trees for longer snow pack retention>>  Better understand fish stocking in the lake and how to restore the fish population of Coffee Creek and the lake



Questions?

Discussion
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
That ends my presentation, are there any questions?
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